
 

OVERVIEW 

Are you looking for opportunity to learn with and from a diverse group of coaches from around the country?  

In the Coaching Collaborative, you’ll build your vision of an impactful coaching cycle made up of conversations that build 
teacher efficacy and lead to direct, immediate impact on student learning. Together we will work side-by-side with 
teachers, through video and in classrooms, to build the coaching skills required to create change.  

 

 
YEARLONG 

 

 
VIRTUAL LEARNING 

OPPORTUNITY 
 

WHAT YOU’LL GAIN 

● Students get increased access and opportunities for meaningful learning  
● Teachers increase efficacy, belief and actions to impact students’ learning in the moment  
● Coaches experience a robust virtual learning opportunity with transferrable virtual facilitation — you develop the 

skillset to enact a coaching cycle focused on building teacher efficacy and strengthening teacher practice 
 

WHO IT’S FOR 

Coaches, K-12, who work to support teachers’ instructional practice in a school or district.  

HOW IT WORKS  

After a launch session, participants engage in five virtual learning cycles. The sessions run from September 2020 
through April 2021. All sessions will meet 8:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. PST. Topics include: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

COST 

$1,800 per participant. To register, go to coachingcollaborative.eventbrite.com 

 

https://coachingcollaborative.eventbrite.com/


 

TESTIMONIALS 
 

”As a result of engaging in professional learning for coaches, I am now able to approach coaching in a more refined and systematic way. 
Working through the steps of coaching has taken a lot of the guess-work out and has provided a linear approach to how I engage in the 
work with cooperating teachers. Working with other coaches, as well as CEL staff has allowed me to learn from others and their 
experiences. Through this work, I feel more equipped to really engage with teachers as they work to improve their practice and 
increase student engagement and success.” 

- Elisa, WA coach 

 

“I have had the good fortune of being able to learn with coaches for the past 6 years.  This has allowed me to grow in my practice as an 
instructional math coach, not just in terms of mathematical content, but also how to develop a framework to support collaboration and 
empower teacher leadership in my district.  As a result of engaging in professional learning for coaches, I am now able better facilitate 
and collaborate with my adult learners in supporting them to grow in their instructional practice, which in turn, improves student 
learning. I have learned that, although my role is to develop teachers’ skills, knowledge and capacity as a teacher it is also to go deeper 
into that area of shared learning that is uncomfortable to talk about meaning, race, class, ego and emotions. The place we need to go in 
order for real change to occur in our schools. My experiences learning with coaches has transformed me not only as an educator, but 
as a person all around.” 

- Maureen, NY coach 

 

 “As a result of engaging in professional learning for coaches I am able to make purposeful decisions about which coaching models to 
use and why that is a good fit. I am able to meet with teachers to determine a goal for coaching for both student and teacher learning. I 
am beginning to be able to identify when to jump in during side by side coaching and when to not jump in that will best serve the 
teachers goals. I have also learned the value of the debrief with teachers to move their learning forward.”  

- Dana, Math Coach 

 

“The chance to learn with other coaches has allowed me to get better faster, identifying my coaching strengths, learning from others 
and identifying goals for growth.  

As a result of engaging in professional learning for coaches, I am now able to identify the stages of a coaching cycle, implement the 
stages of a coaching cycle, and I understand how each part of a coaching cycle builds upon the others. My work is more consistent and 
cohesive now that I have learned with other coaches.  

Because I am now able to build a cohesive, consistent, content based coaching cycle, my teachers are now able to see a different vision 
for instruction and build their content knowledge; students think deeply, answer high level questions and participate in learning with 
vigor and enthusiasm. Students say things like, "Math is my favorite! Let's do more math!"  

Because teachers have more efficacy, they show real urgency in their instruction and planning. There is no time to waste for high level, 
well planned, instruction.” 

- Casey, WA coach 

 


